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West Island Woodlands Community Advisory Group

August 28, 2001
Regional District boardroom, Port Alberni

Present:
Advisory Group Members:

*
*

Carlson, Harald
Avis, Rick (alt)

Forest Recreation
*

McKay, Pat                           Independent Sawmills
McKay, Mike (alt)
McKay, Jack                           Logging Contractors

*
Edgell, Phil Watershed Committee * Powell, Dan                        Provincial Government

R Flynn, Shawn Small Woodlots * Creighton, Jim                 Small Business/Chamber

Johnsen, Gary Toquaht Leachman, Greg                                           Labour

* Swann, Gary                         Regional Government

R Jones, Neil Education * Thornburg, Jack                                  Environment

Lem, Tawney Hupacasth

Levis, Jim Bamfield

* McIntosh, John Parks Canada Mealey, Charles                         City Governmment

Tourism Watts, David                                             Tseshaht

Resource/Other:

Steve Chambers – Weyerhaeuser Michelle Colussi – Facilitator
Neil Malbon - Weyerhaeuser
Peter Kofoed – Forest Development Planner Weyerhaeuser Ryan Dvorak –Recording Secretary

1. Welcome and Introductions:
Welcome to everyone, hope Summer has been well.

2. Approve Agenda:
There was a request to approve the agenda with the following changes:
! There is no information on a Tourism sector representative.
! Tawney is away; therefore, her report on the Framework pilot project will have to

wait.
! An addition: discussion of the Fall schedule for meetings.
! An addition: Steve Chambers will discuss Weyerhaeuser’s re-organization.
There were no objections to the requested changes.
There were no further items tendered.

3. Approve Minutes of June 21st.
The minutes of June 21st were approved with no changes.

4. Action Plan Discussion.
The discussion surrounding the Action plan and revised framework will need to
continue, and will likely mean that the WIWAG group will have to meet in
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September, October and November in order to revise the TSFM Plan.  Any
presentations or reviews that would benefit the group should be brought forward.
Further, the impact of the North Island Pilot Project will have to be reviewed.

! North Island Pilot Project: Robert Prescott Allen
! Has developed a process of ranking indicators of sustainability
! Weyerhaeuser has developed a pilot project to test the model and design a

new framework of standards that will “fit with” the CSA standards for
continued audit purposes.

! For the West Island, the draft standard should be put into operation of September
20th, during the audit of the process.

! Comments:
! There is a real need to simplify the process
! The Framework may be too complicated
! There has been no ranking of indicators

! Decision: to move ahead with our reivisions & deal with the new framework
when/if it is completed.  We too want to simplify our plan – create greater clarity
& stronger focus.- through this revision.

! Meeting dates for the Fall, to include discussion on the Action plan will be:
! October 4th,  November 8th, and November 29th

! QMI Inc. will be holding a surveillance audit October 16 – 18th

See attached draft action plan.

5. Peter Kofoed – Presentation and Discussion on Harvest Scenarios.
This presentation includes:
1) TFL 44 Schedule
2) Base Case
3) Analysis Options
4) WIWAG Harvest Scenarios

1) TFL 44 Management Plan Schedule
Information Package By Sept 15, 2001
Draft Management Plan By Sept 21, 2001
Public Review October and November, 2001
Open Houses preliminary dates October 13 – 20, 2001
Timber Supply Analysis and By Feb 28, 2002
Spatial 20 year feasibility Study

 
! The Management plan and AAC determination are done every 5 years, and

sets out the objectives and general strategies for the TFL
Would anyone from WIWAG like to be at the open house?

2) Base Case
Focus is on current standards and practices. This includes:
! Updated Timber Inventory
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! Updated visual landscape inventory
! Current reaction, wildlife and operability inventories
! Current terrain inventory with revised net-downs
! Updated riparian inventory and netdown assumptions

! Revised estimate of Site productivity (site index)

! Landscape units and old seral constraints
! An allowance for wildlife tree patches
! Forest stewardship zones and variable retention
! Current silviculture prescriptions

3) Analysis Options
Options are developed to explore specific issues and to investigate
uncertainty through sensitivity analysis. These include:
! Impact of excluding variable retention
! Impact of excluding old seral requirements
! Volumes +- 10%
! Timber Harvesting land base +- 5%
! Impact of variation in visual landscape constraints
! Sensitivity to different assumptions on minimum harvest ages
! Alternative harvest flows

4) WIWAG Harvest options

Option #1: Retain and Grow Old-Growth for harvest in the long term (this is
in addition to the third of the productive forest that is reserved and is or will
become old-growth over time).

In order to provide effective results from this analysis there are several
considerations:
! What is old-growth in this application? 100+, 150+??
! Areas of older timber will occur because of spatial constraints (eg. Visual

landscape constraints). There is a possibility for small volumes to be harvested
from reserve areas – as long as primary management objectives are met.

! Age classes will be reported
! How much old-growth should be retained & what species?
! I suggest to look at age classes in the base option first and then depending on

results examine an alternative.

Discussion:
There are 2 options:
1. Increase reserves
2. Rotate timber schedule – long, short, short, long
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! What would the implications be on AAC based on a value vs. volume
assumption?

! What are the current markets for old-growth?
! Markets are based on the physical properties of the wood, as not all old-

growth is of value. eg. Alpine vs. Valley bottom timber
! There are other rationales behind maintaining old-growth vs. $’s
! There is a possibility to lose diversity through age class distributions
! Need to separate product from biodiversity
! Geoclimatic variations are being covered by land use planning
! Age class tracking includes reserves

Peter can run an option were age class distributions are maintained
Peter will provide analysis of the raw data as to age class distribution by
species and ecosystems/landscape unit.

Questions relating to harvest scenarios:
! What is old-growth?
! Scenario objectives need to be clear eg: connectivity or harvest outcomes?
! Biodiversity emphasis options?
! Management strategies and different rates of harvest?

Comment: Relating to the development of the current Management Plan for TFL
44, the group has quite an opportunity to review the Management Plan options
and perhaps endorse one or more of the options to be submitted to the Chief
Forester for consideration.

6. Break  8:00pm

7.   WIWAG Harvest Option #2
Management system of short and long term rotations throughout the forest and
over time on each area.

Rationale: Continuous short term rotations may lead to a decline in soil quality.
The solution put forward by “Maser” is to change the length of the rotations. 

      Considerations:
! Analysis is for 200 – 250 years. The model defines the minimum harvest age for

the current rotation and for all future rotations/
! Could approximate the desired scenario by harvesting say a third of the forest

only once (1/3 of the remaining old-growth would not be harvested again after the
initial harvest and 1/3 of the second growth would not be harvested at all in the
analysis) and harvesting the other 2/3 as in the base option.

! Expect a significant impact on timber supply (volumes)
! Any value premiums are far into the future.

Discussion:
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! Weyerhaeuser model does not look at individual rotations
! Current forecasts may not be long enough, perhaps a 500 year forecast could be

used
! Hamish Kimmins has expressed interest in speaking to the group, he is an

ecologist and will speak to the group on the topic of forest fertility.
! A special meeting may have to be held to accommodate this presentation.

Ryan will contact group members if the date for his presentation is outside of
those already booked.  Michelle will try to book him for October sometime.

! After Hamish Kimmins presentation the group will get back to Peter.
! Peter will produce Option #1 after consultation with the group.

! Thanks to Peter, he will be back in January to present the results of the analysis.

8. Sub-committee’s Recommendations on indicators:
! After consultation with the Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, and

various literature, Indicator 3.32 represents an outline for submission to the group.

Discussion:
! Indicators need to be refined to be readily measurable
! The data set doesn’t seem to generate information

! Compare to goal 26 in data set and 3.32 Riparian area in sub-committee’s
report

! For this indicator, there may be a need to link watershed (results) and assessment
from the cutblock
! eg. Rank watersheds on stream coverage

! Cutblock engineering may make cutblock assessment adequate, experienced and
trained people can do a better job in stream management than legislation and
procedure.

! What are the natural values (baseline) of the watershed – “Coastal Watershed
assessment procedures”

! This approach may be oversimplifying a very complex natural system
! ? – Should the group seek outside $’s for funding assessment work?
! If discussing indicators, are they feasible, representative and reliable. Does this

indicator address the goal? Are the goals appropriate?
! The sub-committee will look at the goal as a cluster with common goals
! Steve will look at S4/5 and 6 streams processes and engineering
! Weyerhaeuser will complete an analysis on 10 of the last 20 cut-blocks

approved for Riparian set-backs of 3.32 indicators x1 and x2.

! Thanks to the Sub-committee.

9. Weyerhaeuser Re-structuring: Steve Chambers
! Ted Kimoto (General Manager: West Island Woodlands) is leaving
! This position will not be replaced
! Pat Brennan will be responsible for the operations of the West Island Timberlands
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! Human Resources function will report to Herb Mossey of Nanaimo
! Accounting, Sue Krog will report to Nanaimo
! The planning group has been split

! Main focus: Safety, Productivity, Cost

10. Next Meeting
October 4 Location: Regional District Boardroom
November 8 3008 Fifth Avenue
November 29 Port Alberni

Time: 6:00pm - Dinner
6:30pm - Meeting

•  A further meeting may be scheduled to accommodate the presentation by
Hamish Kimmins. All group members will be contacted.

Handouts:

Weyerhaeuser Data Set
Summary Report on Data Set
North Island Pilot Project Overview
Sub-committee indicator proposal
Old-growth Forests in Canada – A science perspective

- Old-growth symposium and workshop outline

11.
Actions From the August 28th WIWAG Meeting

Action: Completion Date Person responsible
1 Recreational sub-committee presentation November Harald & Rick
2 Present analysis of harvest option #1 January Peter Kofoed
3 Schedule Hamish Kimmins ASAP Michelle
4 Sub-committee re-evaluation of goals Pending Phil
5 Analysis of stream management Next Meeting Steve
6 Contact group re: Hamish Kimmins

presentation
As necessary Ryan


